the proposed algorithm with the same truiicafion length in the Viterbi decoder. The results show that the error-correction capability of the proposed algorithm is significantly improved over that of the existing algorithm. When truncation length is set to 25 and channel error is 5%, the existing algorithm cannot correct 0.242% of errors, while the proposed algorithm reduces it to 10.088%
These figures become prominent when truncation length is set to 15; 2.939% (existing algorithm) against 0.746% (proposed algorithm) uncorrected errors. As shown in Fig. 4 , the truncation length of proposed algorithm can be set to the value less than that of the existing algorithm to obtain the same error rate. Conclusion: This paper proposes an algorithm which enhances the performance of the Viterbi decoder in error-correction capability by analysing the survivor paths of consecutive tracebacks. The proposed algorithm reduces the error probability of decoding outputs compared to the conventional decoding algorithm when using the same truncation length. This implies that the decoder with equal error-correction capability can be designed with reduced truncation length. The power of the proposed algorithm will become more prominent in the implementation of decoders adopting the punctured codes with R > 112, which require a large truncation length. The effect of imperfect power control on acquisition performance is considered for a DS/CDMA system. The imperfect power control incrcases mean acquisition time substantially when the standard deviation of received power is above 1 dB.
Introduction:
In a direct sequenceicode division multiple access (DSICDMA) system, PN acquisition performance determines synchronisation time, which should be as short as possible for rapid initial link setup and smooth handoff in a mobile environment. It is well known that power control has a major impact on the performance of a DS/CDMA system. The primary objective of power control is to maximise system capacity, and an additional benefit is minimising power consumption for a portable unit [l] . The performance of power control depends on the power control algorithm, the speed of adaptive power control, transmitter dynamic range, the spatial distribution of users, fading, and shadowing, etc. In this Letter, the effect of imperfect power control on the acquisition performance of a matched filter with reference filter (MF-RF)
[2] scheme is considered, where RF is used to estimate the variance of interference at the output of detecting MF. Multiple access interference (MAI) and shadowing are also considered in the analysis. The effect of imperfect power control is taken into account by the modelling power of each user to be lognormally distributed about nominal received power.
Performance analysis: The normalised autocorrelation function for the fading process is given by where Jo(,) is a zeroth order Bessel function and,f;, is the Doppler frequency shift. The channel is assumed to be wide-sense stationary throughout the acquisition process. The transmitted signal of the kth user is given by n(r/) = .10(2Tfd17) (1 1 
Results unnd dkcussion: Assuming that both reverse and forward links suffer from identical shadowing, a mobile user estimates signal strength by measuring the pilot signal, and controls its transmission power. For numerical examples, the phase adjustment parameter A = 112, the penalty factor caused by a false alarm 106 (chips). PN code length 2I5-l (chips), chip rate 2Mchip/s, J,T, = 10 3 . delay spread D, = 3T, (frequency-selective fading), processing gain G = 128, M F length M = 512, p = 4, and the exponential multipath intensity profile [2] for @(z) was assumed. The thresholds of search and verification modes were chosen to minimise mean acquisition time in each situation. The number of verification mode tests and the number of successful verification tests were chosen as four and two, respectively. The gain factor p was chosen to ensure minimum false alarm probability and maximum detection probability in each SNWchip. In Fig. 1 , mean acquisition time against number of users is shown for an MF-RF acquisition scheme with power control error as a parameter. The numerical example is shown for an SNRichip -1OdB and standard deviation of shadowing 0% = 8dB (a typical value for an urban environment). The analytic result is confiimed by Monte-Carlo simulation. For a perfect power control, the logarithmic standard deviation op is 0 dB. Imperfect power conti-01 increases inean acquisition time substantially when the standard deviation of the received power is > 1 dB. The other acquisition schemes (an M F scheme 131. a parallel M F scheme [4], a parallel MF-RF schemer [5] . and a hybrid acquisition scheme) have also been analysed for imperfect power control by analytic approaches and simulations. As a result of the analysis, we reached the same conclusion as in the MF-RF case. that power control error > l d B increases mean acquisition t h e very significantly. Therefore, the power control must be accurate within IdB, and be fast enough to compensate for the Rayleigh Fading effect as well as for the shadowing effect. The considerations in this Letter can be applied to the reverse link design of a DSiCDMA system for packet-type services. Seoul, Korea) 2 May 1996 sequence spread-spectrum multiple-access packet radio communication ', Election. Lett., 1995, 31, (12), pp. 948-950 Estimation of the Gilbert model parameters using the simulated annealing method T.-H. T a n a n d W.-W. Chang
Iritlesing terms. Sirxuloted unneoling, Error statistics
An estimation method based on the simulated annealing algorithm is proposed for computing the Gilbert model parameters from sample error sequences. Experimental results indicate that the siniulated annealing method yields estimates which more closely match the experimental error statistics.
